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Dream garden

D
Over the next few we
eks, many of us will
start
digging and feeding
our gardens. I’m kee
n to let
you know about bo
th traditional and new
schools of
thought on best garde
ning practice, so let
’s start by
taking a look at an alt
ernative to how we
feed our
plants. There’s a ver
y interesting Irish co
mpany, Soil
Renew, which offers
a green manifesto.
Mary Minnock from
the company explain
s: “The
soil is a living and life
-giving resource tha
t we need
to protect. Certain org
anisms break down
organic
matter into humus wh
ich provides nutrients
to the
plants. Others conve
rt these nutrients int
o a form
the plant can absor
b. Microorganisms aer
ate the
soil, improve its struct
ure, fix carbon in the
soil,
improve the water-ha
ndling capacity of the
soil and
produce vitamins, tox
ins and hormones tha
t both
nourish and protect
the plant system.
“Soil Renew feeds the
soil rather than the
plant.
It is made up of comp
osted organic plant
matter
and a full ecosystem
of naturally occurrin
g microorganisms including
bacteria, fungi and
autotrophic
organisms. In a natura
l, organic way, it bo
osts
the soil life and create
s humus. Unlike che
mical
fertilisers, which fun
ction without any mi
crobial
intervention, it create
s an environment co
nducive
to life and quickly the
re is an increase in the
earthworm population
. Plants that are nouri
shed
by the soil rather tha
n artificial plant feeds
develop
better root systems.
“Soil Renew helps pla
nts to become healt
hy and
resilient and able to
withstand
pest attacks and ext
reme
climate events.”

PLAN NOW FOR YOUR PERFECT PLOT
BEFORE GROWING GETS INTO FULL SWING

S

o, you want to develop the
garden of your dreams? First,
you must start by absorbing
the realities of what you have.
Where do you garden and
what are the conditions? What are your
starting points? To achieve anything
you’ve got to plan.
There’s no point in trying to squeeze
the panoramic vistas of Versailles into a
10m x 10m suburban plot. But you can
have elements of it, if that’s what you
love. Let’s use this period before the
garden really starts to grow to examine your plot. Get a notebook, or open
a folder on the computer called ‘My
Garden’. And take a long hard look at
your starting point. The main elements
to consider are:
CLIMATE AND MICROCLIMATE: In
Ireland we have a temperate climate,
generally mild with few extremes of hot
or cold, wet or dry. But, even locally,
there can be differences that may allow
or preclude us from growing some more
tender species. In urban situations,
walls and buildings can create shelter,
and therefore microclimates. You may
be sited on the side of a hill, or deep in
a frost pocket. So, get to know if you’re
warm or cooler.
SIZE MATTERS: A pleasing and
rewarding garden can be created in
whatever space you have. Take a look,
acknowledge and then plan.
ASPECT: This can range from full
sun to deepest shade. Most productive

plants (ones which fruit or flower) will
benefit from as much sun as possible.
Develop an understanding of the
sunny parts of the garden and how this
changes through the day or through the
seasons. There are species which will
thrive in every aspect, so working with
your conditions, rather than fighting
against them, will pay great dividends.
KNOW YOUR SOIL: Knowing what
soil you have is vital to undersatnding
what will thrive in it. Heavy clay can be
hard to work, it may retain too much
moisture and be prone to compaction.
A light sandy soil may have issues
retaining water for the plants growing
in it and could also leech nutrients
and trace elements. All soils can be
improved. Making an investment in
conditioning it will result in payback.
SHELTER: Wind and all that it carries
can be detrimental to plants and
uncomfortable for us. There are plants
(often ones which have evolved in
coastal or windswept situations) which
can handle the wind. So, once you
realise the windy realities, you can plan
on using appropriate species.
PRIVACY: This can be an issue but
shouldn’t become an obsession. Plan
on using judicious planting which will
either block or lessen neighbours views
without creating green Berlin Walls in
the future when the Leyland Cypress
outgrows your capacity to deal with it.
But it also may be better to accept that
we are all a curious bunch.
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VIEWS: Examine the landscape beyond
your garden. Is there something
worth drawing the eye to? An idyllic
church steeple or a mature tree in a
neighbour’s garden? Good planning
can result in you ‘borrowing’ this view.
With judicious planting, you can frame
features or disguise walls.
FLOW: An easy physical and visual
‘flow’ between house and garden is
often vital to the enjoyment of your
outside space. Consider your access,
the ease of getting from inside to out,
and the visual relationship between the
two. For instance, with a huge range of
flooring and paving options available,
could you use the same material in the
kitchen as well as the adjoining patio?
WHOSE GARDEN IS IT ANYWAY?
Who uses the garden and how? If you
have a busy young family, your garden
may act as your retreat, but you also
have trampolines, swings and footballs
to consider. Think about all who enjoy
the space and begin to determine how
this will affect your plans.
TOPOGRAPHY: Is your site level or
does it slope? Will you have to terrace
it to make it usable? How does water
drain from the area.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: What’s
there now? What are you starting with?
Is that old apple tree dominating the
view and do we really need our crazy
paving? Look around to see what’s
doing well, what you like, what works,
and what’s overstayed its welcome.

FIND IT
Soil Renew products
can be bought
from online supplier
Fruithill Farm at
fruithillfarm.com. For
more information, visit
soilrenewireland.ie

GIY

Will this be
the year you live
up to your gardening dreams of growing
some fruit and veg? It’s a wonderfully
satisfying endeavour and surprisingly
easy. You don’t need acres of land or
specialist equipment, our garden soil is
the best local resource. What you grow
yourself tastes delicious. If you fancy
some spuds straight out of the ground,
fresh carrots, deep purple beetroot or
even corn kernels, there’s plenty of help
at hand from the progressive Grow It
Yourself (GIY) organisation. Set up by
journalist Michael Kelly, it’s an ambitious
network, a countrywide gathering of
groups of like-minded individuals who
share tips and skills to help each other to
grow their own.
Occasionally they work in the old
Irish Meitheal way, gathering at one
member’s garden when double digging
or trenching is needed, then another’s,
with many hands making light work.
You could learn how
to create raised
beds, or find the
best local source
of well-rotted
manure. Branches
run regular meetings
which are advertised
on giyinternational.org.
They also sell seeds and
equipment and are in
the process of creating
an impressive national
centre of excellence.

